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Rethinking Community Safety

There are widespread calls for fundamental changes in the way we think about and implement community safety. In the past, policy-makers treated policing as the answer to a wide range of community-safety issues, but that has not been borne out in practice. All too often, policing has deepened systemic injustices, harmed Black, racialized, and Indigenous communities, and failed to achieve its stated goal. In fact, both research and first-hand experience show that, in a broad range of settings, policing is the wrong tool for improving safety. It often has the opposite effect, and it does so at great expense, despite the availability of better alternatives.

In spite of growing consensus that community safety approaches need to be reimagined, the process of doing so has often stalled because of the scope and complexity involved. This report is intended as one step forward in the work of reimagining community safety.

This report presents a summary of research and discussions that have taken place in Toronto, in partnership with service agencies, advocacy groups, and community associations. The goal of this document is to outline some of the key challenges with the existing policing model and to identify areas where changes from the current model are already available and can be initiated now.

This document cannot address the full scope of community safety strategies nor all of the issues relating to policing and systemic discrimination. It aims to provide one small step forward by pointing out some specific areas where policing responses are problematic and where demonstrably more effective interventions already exist. It provides some immediate opportunities to step away from models of community safety that do not work, and replace those ineffective approaches with systems that are more appropriate to the challenges involved and can produce better outcomes.
Racism and Policing

There is intense concern about the impact of policing on Black, racialized, and Indigenous communities. Recent events, including the deaths of Rodney Levi, Chantel Moore, D’Andre Campbell, Ejaz Ahmed Choudry, Regis Korchinski-Paquet, and far too many others—including George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Atatiana Jefferson in the US—have brought into stark relief the long-standing issue of disproportionate policing, violence, and death facing Indigenous, Black, and other racialized communities.

Racialized People, Especially Black and Indigenous People, Are Overpolicing

Studies, reviews, and analyses have repeatedly shown what many communities have known for a long time: police stop, arrest, and search Black and Indigenous people more often than they engage with white people.

Numerous studies in the US show that Black and racialized youths are more likely to be stopped, questioned, and arrested than whites.¹ This is also true in Canada. An analysis of policing in Halifax in 2019 showed Black people were six times as likely as white people to be stopped for street checks.² In 2017, Indigenous people accounted for over 16% of street checks in Vancouver, despite making up just over 2% of the population and Black people accounted for 5% of the checks despite making up less than 1% of the population.³

A Montreal study showed almost one in every six Indigenous people were stopped in street checks, and one in every seven Black people were stopped while the rate for whites was less than one in twenty.⁴ Analysis of Toronto police statistics showed that Black people were

3.4 times as likely to be “carded” as white people and that brown people were 1.8 times as likely to be stopped.⁵

Policing Has Disproportionately Negative Effects on Black and Indigenous Communities

Black and Indigenous communities are not only more likely to interact with police, they are also far more likely to face negative outcomes from that interaction. Black and Indigenous people are more likely than white people to be arrested, jailed, subjected to the use of force, and even killed, as a result of police interaction. The disproportionate impact of policing can be particularly pronounced for Black, racialized, and Indigenous individuals who also identify as part of other overpoliced communities, including youth, those who experience mental illness, and those without housing.

According to a study published by the Ontario Human Rights Commission in 2020, Black people are 3.9 times more likely to be charged by police than white people.⁶ Although they represented only 8.8% of Toronto’s population in 2016 Census data, 42.5% of people involved in obstruction-of-justice charges were Black, making them 4.8 times more likely to be charged with obstruction-of-justice offences than their representation in the general population would predict.⁷

Rates of incarceration are also disproportionate. Black people make up 7.2% of the prison population in the Canada⁸ but are only 3.5% of the overall population,⁹ making them more than twice as likely to be incarcerated. Indigenous people are five times as likely as the rest of the population to be incarcerated, and constitute 25.2% of the prison population¹⁰ though they make up only 4.9% of the population as a whole.¹¹

---

⁷ Ibid.
Black people are, according to the Ontario Human Rights Commission, also five times more likely to experience low-level use of force than white people and made up approximately 29% of police use-of-force cases that resulted in serious injury or death, despite representing only 8.8% of Toronto’s population.

In Toronto 60% of deadly encounters with police, and 70% of fatal police shootings involved Black people, making them nearly 20 times more likely than a white person to be involved in a fatal shooting.

While less data is available on policing Indigenous people, what is available is deeply troubling. For example, in Winnipeg, Indigenous people make up about 10.6% of the city’s population, while constituting over 60% of the people who died in police encounters between 2000 and 2017. Between 2007 and 2017, more than one-third of people shot to death by the RCMP were Indigenous, despite Indigenous people making up less than 5% of the total population.

It’s Time to Reconsider the Role of Policing

These analyses leave no doubt that police interactions with Black and Indigenous communities show long-standing, serious, and deep-seated problems. These problems have persisted despite years of reform proposals, training initiatives, and public assurances of change. The issue is systemic and embedded enough to cause the United Nations to call systemic racism “endemic” to the Canadian justice system.

Given that pattern, it seems appropriate to consider alternatives to policing as ways to improve public safety. This is a large task, but crucial steps forward can be taken now.

First Steps

This report explores a number of specific areas that can be addressed as an initial step in reimagining safety. These are areas in
which there is extensive research available to clearly show that policing is excessive, problematic, and involves disproportionate use of force. These are also areas for which viable, proven alternatives exist now. Community-based services providers in Toronto are willing partners for initiatives that increase care and support in these communities, in place of police interventions, and they already deliver programs that can be scaled to fill these roles.

It is critical that further work continue, in order to generate the strategies needed to fully address the fundamental and systemic problems related to policing. Meanwhile, as a first step in considering alternatives, there are several areas of police activity that offer practical and achievable opportunities for change now. Processes to reallocate resources from policing models to community-based support models for providing safety in these settings should be initiated immediately.

**Areas of Immediate Action**

**Homelessness**

People experiencing homelessness are intensively policed, but no one ends up safer as a result. Alternatives have been pursued successfully in other jurisdictions and Toronto has service providers who could deliver similar services here, if resources were applied to those interventions, instead of invested in a police response.

**People Experiencing Homelessness Are Overpoliced**

Research shows that people without homes have, on average, 42 interactions with police per year, just over ten times as often as everyone else. In a city like Toronto, with 8,700 people experiencing homelessness, that adds up to over 360,000 interactions every year, making up about 10% of all police contacts. This intensive policing

---
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has a greater impact on Black and Indigenous communities, who are massively overrepresented in this population. Black people are about 3.5 times more likely to be without housing than the rest of the population and Indigenous people are 30 times more likely to experience homelessness in Toronto. Indigenous people are also about 70 times as likely to be sleeping in encampments and report higher rates of police harassment. In Toronto almost 16,000 tickets have been issued to people experiencing homelessness in a single year. Police and service providers agree that well over 90% of those tickets will never be paid, but the cost of issuing and processing 16,000 tickets is significant. Municipal court costs and policing staff costs indicate that over $2 million in community safety resources are spent on this, and the problems and costs don’t end there.

**Overpolicing Has Significant Negative Consequences**

In some cases, people are ticketed too many times, or respond incorrectly to the tickets, which results in more serious charges. These community members find themselves facing charges such as breach of peace, failure to appear, and failure to comply. These petty infractions then become criminal offences and result in imprisonment. Prisons house a lot of people who are homeless. A 2010 study in Toronto showed that one in five people in jail was experiencing homelessness at the time of their arrest.

**Overpolicing People Who Are Experiencing Homelessness Does Not Make Anyone Safer**

We devote a large amount of resources to policing people who are living on the streets or in shelters when most observers, including the police, don’t believe it helps increase safety in any significant way.

---

as sleeping or drinking in public or trying to stay warm in cafés or malls. Police and public officials express frustration at dedicating time to policing those experiencing homelessness, recognizing that it has little, if any, impact on serious criminal activity.

**There Are Alternatives That Produce Better Outcomes**

Other cities have implemented alternatives that work better, make their cities safer, and have more positive outcomes. Places like Olympia, Washington; Honolulu, Hawaii; Chicago, Illinois; Denver, Colorado; and Charleston, North Carolina among others, have implemented programs that respond to homelessness very differently. These programs send civilian community-outreach workers to 911 calls relating to people experiencing homelessness, instead of using police as the primary response. The outreach workers focus not on charges or penalties but on linking individuals with the services they need to get off the street. In Darwin, Australia, homelessness within the Indigenous community is addressed using civilian Indigenous staff as first responders who link homeless and distressed people to services - a program that has served tens of thousands and spread to dozens of communities.

The results of these approaches are impressive. Evaluations of these types of programs show that they succeed at moving homeless people from the streets to stable housing and in the process reduce arrests by 80% and incarceration time by 90% (as well as cutting time in hospital emergency rooms by 60%).

---


Follow-up studies on people experiencing homelessness in Toronto showed that a full range of supports resulted in a dramatic decrease in addictions, a 56% reduction in arrests, and a 68% reduction in incarcerations (as well as a roughly 40% reduction in ambulance and emergency room use). Helping people who are living on the streets get to drop-ins, shelters, and housing turns out to be better for both the housed and unhoused in our communities, and costs a lot less than sustaining punitive policing strategies.

**Toronto Can Adopt Alternatives Now, Simply by Refocusing Resources**

Our current strategy of policing those who are homeless generates roughly 360,000 police interactions, as many as 16,000 tickets, and hundreds of incarcerations and court hearings. These interventions create over $100 million dollars in costs, yet all this does little to reduce future problems or crime.

As an alternative, we could follow the lead of other cities and focus on supporting and housing people who need homes. Expanding street outreach staff could be achieved with limited funding. It costs roughly $2,000 for an outreach team to support one person. With 8,700 people experiencing homelessness in Toronto, extensive engagement could be achieved for $17 million per year.42

This transition would require both a shift in selection of first responders and an integrated model to route calls from the public to the most appropriate provider. Analysis of 911 systems across North America shows this is long overdue. Currently in Toronto, all 911 calls are first routed to the Toronto Police Service, which then determines whether the call needs to be transferred to fire or ambulance services, or retained for a police response. Research suggests that the vast majority of 911 calls do not involve violent situations or necessitate the capacity for the use of force, and that civilian personnel would be appropriate in at least 60% of all calls.43

Of course, outreach is of little help unless people have somewhere else to go, but Toronto has many models and systems for providing those supports.

---

The Toronto Drop-in Network supports over 50 homeless drop-ins that give people a safe place to go and help them access supports and avoid conflicts with the law. Doubling the number of drop-ins would cost barely a quarter of what we now spend on policing people without homes.

Many of those experiencing homelessness are also facing challenges with addictions. Toronto provides a range of safe drug-consumption sites, and could expand those in both volume and scope. This would provide more people, across a broader range of substance use issues, with safe places to manage them, without impacting others. Adding a new safe-consumption site costs less than 4% of the cost of policing people experiencing homelessness and, according to research, saves over $10,000 per person served by preventing more costly medical interventions.44

Peer-support programs also play a critical role in assisting people in accessing supports, retaining housing, and gaining employment. Peer-led models provide a more successful link to service and are a source of meaningful engagement, while being an inexpensive way to improve outcomes and reduce crises for homeless people.

Supportive housing is another critical component of eliminating the need to police people experiencing homelessness. Toronto has already set a target and made investments in expanding supportive housing and additional funding has been committed by the federal government. While provincial funds have not yet fully met their goals, the cost of waiting is high. We could maintain four supportive housing units, complete with staff, or two shelter beds, for what we now spend on holding a person in jail for a day.

In short, there are better strategies for supporting community members who are without homes that will deliver better long-term outcomes. These options cost less than what we already spend on a system that penalizes and harasses people without homes, and that drains resources from alternate strategies that would deliver on the stated goal of making our communities safer.

**Mental Health**

Highly publicized stories of violent and even fatal police interventions with people experiencing mental health crises have led to increasing scrutiny. The results of that scrutiny strongly suggest that another

A model would be better, and that people facing mental health crises, unlike people with other health concerns, are heavily overpoliced.

Policing Is Not the Appropriate Way to Respond to Mental Health Crises

Criminalizing mental health conditions is a fundamental problem, made worse by the impact policing has had on the community. Toronto police respond to over 30,000 calls for service specifically relating to mental health crises making up 3% of police calls, but those calls account for 11% of the use of force—more than twice the use-of-force rate for calls involving robberies and more than three times the amount involved in apprehending people wanted on charges.45 40% of all Taser use is on people in a mental health crisis.46 The Ontario Human Rights Commission also notes intersections between race, Indigenous identity, and increased use of force for people with mental health issues.47

Research, inquests, and studies indicate that this higher level of violence results in part from the approach police take in these settings. Studies note that police culture tends to emphasize forceful responses that quickly and definitively assert and maintain control. Unfortunately, this approach inhibits the potential for de-escalation. People involved in crisis respond poorly to force and pressure, and fare better with time, space, and positive engagement.48

A less forceful approach is indicated by much of the research and by police data. Police data show that calls to intervene with “emotionally distressed persons” or “persons in crisis” rarely involve any violent activity and often no criminal activity at all.49 Officers themselves often report frustration with their inability to effectively resolve these calls successfully.50 This pattern led the Mental Health Commission of Canada and the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health to suggest


that people other than police would be best placed to effectively address mental health crises.51

Alternatives Are in Place in Other Jurisdictions That Produce Better Results

In other cities, civilian-led strategies for addressing mental health crises have been implemented with very good results. The widely praised CAHOOTS program in Eugene, Oregon, uses mental-health outreach workers as first responders. They take 20% of all police calls and resolve the issues with referrals to service, de-escalation, and support.52 Similar programs have been set up in Washington, DC;53 Baltimore, Maryland;54 Houston, Texas;55 Olympia, Washington;56 and Denver, Colorado.57 Civilian first responders are able to handle 99.6% of all calls without any police support, and have a near zero record of any harm or injury coming to anyone involved.58

Toronto Has Options That Could Be Implemented Now

We have civilian-led mental health crisis responses already in place in Toronto, but they are not called on as first responders when a 911 call is made. The Gerstein Crisis Centre answers over 40,000 mental health crisis calls per year and conducts over 1,900 mobile visits. They take in over 900 people who stay in facilities that include “safe beds” for people in crisis. Hundreds more are supported through crises in safe beds operated by CMHA and COTA. The Distress Centres of Greater Toronto fields another 100,000 calls. Assertive Community Treatment (ACT) teams help provide comprehensive supports to people facing significant mental health challenges, and Intensive Case Management programs help link people to appropriate supports. These programs do a great deal to manage and prevent the kinds of crises that currently engage the police.

55. Houston Police Department, “Crisis Call Diversion Program (CCD),” available at https://www.houstonoist.org/ccd/.
The Reach Out Response Network has developed an alternative civilian-led mental-health-crisis-intervention option as well, and engaged providers, consumers, families, and the community in the development of the program. Research and public response show that civilian first responders are a more appropriate and safer option than police.  

These models succeed in linking more people to service, increasing their wellbeing, and reducing healthcare needs and conflict with the justice system. Unfortunately, these programs have lengthy waiting lists, with thousands of people who need supports left unserved and at risk. Given the amount spent on policing mental health crises, the resources are certainly there to respond more appropriately. In fact, interviews with service providers indicate the costs of addressing these shortages fall far below the amount currently spent on policing.

Toronto could double its “safe beds” for only $4 million. Ending wait lists for ACT teams would cost about $7 million and wait lists for intensive case management could be eliminated for $10 million per year. A service the size of the Gerstein Centre costs $5 million annually. Supportive housing units, with staff, cost on average $2,000-$2,500 per month. Shifting mental health interventions from police to community services can make those costs manageable. Statistics Canada found that almost 20% of police interactions involve a person with a mental illness or substance use disorder, an estimate widely seen as conservative. The CAHOOTS program in Oregon costs only a fraction of what policing the same calls used to cost. Assuming even roughly similar patterns in Toronto, a civilian-led program would free up over $150 million each year to provide the services people with mental health crises need—far more than the cost of the programs described here.

In short, civilian-led community services are able to provide more apportioned responses to people experiencing mental health crises, prevent the escalation and violence that has caused concern with police responses, better link people to proper care, and in the process save enough from the interventions to contribute significantly to funding the care. While mental health services overall will still require significant investment from the health care system, this reallocation would significantly alter the crisis response environment.


Youth Are Overpoliced, and the Impact Is Severe

Youth are the most intensively policed age group, with Black youth and Indigenous youth policed most of all.

Repeated studies done in the GTA show that Black and Indigenous residents and, in particular, Black youth are disproportionately policed, stopped, carded, and charged. Various studies show Black youth are two to three times more likely to be stopped, searched, and arrested in Toronto than their white counterparts.

Although Canadian data is less comprehensive on policing by age group, US studies show over 38% of all police contact with individuals was with young people between the ages of 16 and 24. Youth in US traffic stops are two to three times more likely to be arrested, and three to four times as likely to be searched than drivers over 40. These numbers are far worse for BIPOC youth. US studies also show that the use of force is five times as likely against someone under 25 than against someone over 50.

Most disturbingly, youth, and especially Black, Indigenous, and racialized youth, are more likely to face deadly force at the hands of police. Analysis in June of 2020 showed that 62% of the last 100 people who died at the hands of police officers in Canada were between the ages of 15 and 35 and that Black and Indigenous people were overrepresented.
This heavy policing occurs even though Canadian studies show youth were responsible for only 13% the Criminal Code violations, and the violations for which youth are charged also tended to be less serious offences even where arrests are made.

**Intensive Policing Has Negative Effects on Many Other Long-term Outcomes for Youth**

This intensive policing is not without consequence. It results in what many refer to as the “criminalization” of youth behaviours and contributes to the “school to prison pipeline,” by transforming unremarkable youth behaviour among racialized populations into criminal acts with serious consequences. Youth involved with the justice system are widely known to face serious long-term adverse impacts on employment, education, housing, and income. US studies show that youth who have been arrested have drop-out rates that are 22% higher, postsecondary enrolment that is 16% lower, future income that is 20% lower, and higher rates of future involvement with the justice system. Even when youth are found not to be guilty, youth that have been arrested are more likely to live in poverty, and be less inclined to engage in civic participation than similar youth who have never been arrested.

**Overpolicing Youth Does Not Make Communities Safer**

Less well known are the problems overpolicing creates for public safety. Evidence shows that overpolicing is more likely to increase crime rather than reduce it. Studies find that “get tough” and “scared straight” programs aimed at youth usually fail, and often create larger safety problems. Targeting youth with those programs actually

---
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promotes anti-social attitudes that cause youth to “push back.” They increase youths’ image of themselves as criminals, and tend to produce higher crime rates than occur when aggressive policing is not employed.

Even police-led youth-diversion programs (where police require youth they have arrested to enter programs to avoid charges) have been shown to offer less positive outcomes than community-led efforts. Police-led diversion programs often broaden the scope of justice system involvement, fail to identify the most relevant and productive interventions, and provide little long-term support, leading to fewer long-term positive outcomes.

Overpolicing also undermines community relations, making efforts to address real safety issues more difficult. Canadian research in October 2020 showed that young people, people of colour, and Indigenous people were more likely to have had negative interactions with police than other groups and also more likely to have negative views of police and to feel unsafe with increased police presence.

These findings reflect extensive international research showing that previous negative interactions were significant drivers of attitudes toward police and willingness to engage police.


Alternatives to Policing Produce Better Outcomes

In place of intensive policing, communities are increasingly addressing youth issues with more community-based, asset-oriented approaches. These programs assess risk factors, facilitate access to protective factors, create stable relationships, and proactively link together services and supports rather than simply referring youth to programs. These positive interventions promote youth well-being, address conflict through conflict resolution, and establish positive relationships with youth that focus on support and guidance rather than punishment and control. These nonpolice models have helped reduce gun violence by 27% in Sacramento,85 and cut incidents in the UK by 28% where they were applied, despite rising crime overall.86

Toronto Has Programs That Could Be Expanded to Better Address Safety Issues

Toronto has over 70 youth outreach workers who engage youth. These staff have common cultural, racial, and Indigenous backgrounds, roots, and relationships in the communities where they work, and have shared lived experience with the youth they engage which enables them to act as “credible messengers” and trusted supports for youth in crisis. When placed on the front line as the primary response to low-level youth crimes, youth outreach workers proved to be a more effective intervention than standard policing. Staff at local youth hubs use similar approaches as “Game Changers” and “Peacebuilders” staff do in local high schools. These programs have been able to divert youth away from criminal activity and toward services that are relevant to their immediate needs. Trauma supports in response to gun crime have also helped youth facing serious crises. Supportive youth interventions not only help connect youth to programs, they also sustain this engagement by supporting youth to identify their own plans and actions to get their lives on track. However, these programs exist in a modest number of neighbourhoods and are not available in most of the city. Funding for program expansion has been delayed several times.

An estimated 5% of police calls are dedicated to nonviolent, noncriminal policing of youth, but the $65 million that represents is more than enough to dramatically expand more effective youth policing.

interventions. The number of Youth Hubs could be doubled for $9 million, facilitating access to supports, mentorship, and healthy food for young people. Game Changers programs could provide support and conflict resolution in every high school for less than $6 million annually. The number of youth outreach workers could be doubled for $8 million, linking over 5,000 more youth to services and constructive activities and engagement, and better long-term outcomes.

Gender-Based Violence

Despite decades of policy reform on gender-based violence (GBV), existing solutions still largely focus on police and courts, acting to punish and rehabilitate perpetrators, despite compelling evidence that shows that focusing on the support of survivors is the most effective tool for ensuring safety and reducing harm.87

The “Criminal Justice” Approach Is Not Working

The dominant response to GBV—a police-led, criminal-justice-oriented model—shows a number of significant weaknesses.88 Pro-arrest policies often do more harm than good,89 frequently penalizing survivors themselves90 and deterring reporting.91 Survivors in racialized and vulnerable populations are particularly reticent about police involvement,92 dissuaded by fear of being arrested, or having their partner arrested,93 and concerns over language barriers, racist treatment, and even deportation.94

A 2008 survey of survivors’ experiences with the Toronto police substantiates such fears. In 11% of the cases, the woman was charged,95 despite the primary aggressor, in all instances, having been the male partner.96 The same survey suggested police were

uniquely slow to respond to the incidents reported by an Indigenous woman.97 Such negative experiences add to a large body of evidence that “the criminal justice system tends to be limited in what it can provide to women survivors.”98 Studies have also found survivors were 64% more likely to have died if their partners were arrested and jailed and that results were even more dramatic when disaggregated by race, with Black survivors 98% more likely to face lethal retaliation.99 Given this pattern, it is not surprising that women infrequently report GBV. Research shows less than half of incidents are reported to police,100 and that police policies play a significant role in minimizing women’s willingness to report.101

Attempts to resolve inadequacies of the traditional police response have inspired the popularization of a “community coordinated response” (CCR) with multiple service providers and agencies joining together to provide survivors with necessary resources.102 Despite the intention of filling in gaps in service provision for survivors, victims’ advocates tend to be sidelined103 in a dynamic dominated by law enforcement officers who prioritize institutional objectives over the voice of the survivor.104 Police-led CCRs typically remain narrowly focused on the criminal justice system105 emphasizing increased rates of perpetrator arrest, prosecution, and sentencing106 while neglecting discussion of longer-term outcomes for survivors. There is little evidence that the tools of the justice system make survivors safer.107 For example, in spite of the widespread reliance on Batterer Intervention Programs (BIPs) in the US and Partner Assault Response (PAR) programs in Canada as part of sentencing and plea bargains, the efficacy of court-mandated treatment plans is

97. Ibid., 15.
98. Ibid., 4.
100. Eve S. Buzawa, Carl G. Buzawa, and Evan D. Stark, “Chapter 12: Community-Based and Court-Sponsored Diversion,” in Responding to Domestic Violence: The Integration of Criminal Justice and Human Services (California: SAGE, 2015): 320;
dubious. Evaluations of BIP outcomes yield poor results finding treatment effects small to nonexistent, and sometimes reporting adverse effects: offenders who were incarcerated and participated in a court-mandated BIP were significantly more likely to re-offend. Research on Canadian PAR programs generates similar concerns.

Social Supports Improve Outcomes

Improving Toronto’s GBV response will require moving towards an approach that is survivor-centred and community-based and shifting away from an overreliance on policing and the courts. While organizing an adequate volume of effective programs in Toronto will inevitably prove a significant challenge, evidence suggests that this model is the most promising means of providing survivors with a comprehensive and enduring network of support. The Dallas Domestic Violence Task Force (DDVTF) is one exemplary model of an urban coordinated response. Unlike many CCRs, the DDVTF has the police take a decidedly back-seat role, with law enforcement organizations constituting a mere 13% of responding participants. The majority of organizations involved in the DDVTF CCR are victim-oriented nonprofits with 63% focused on victim services, advocacy, and counselling; 29% focused on emergency shelter and transitional housing; and 8% working on job training and educational support for survivors. Similar success is evident in survivor-centred multi-agency programs such as MARAC and Safe at Home.

Social support mediated interventions also appear to be a critical component of an effective response to GBV. Whether in the form of peer support, counselling interventions, or the provision of resources and information, evidence suggests positive outcomes for survivors, evidence that is supported by studies on the effectiveness of BIP programs. For instance, evaluations of BIP outcomes yield poor results, finding treatment effects small to nonexistent, and sometimes reporting adverse effects: offenders who were incarcerated and participated in a court-mandated BIP were significantly more likely to re-offend. Research on Canadian PAR programs generates similar concerns.
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including: a reduction in the experience of abuse and partner aggression;\textsuperscript{120} increased service-seeking behaviour;\textsuperscript{121} and reduced rates of PTSD, anxiety, and depression.\textsuperscript{122}

Evidence indicates that online therapeutic interventions lead to the same outcomes as an “in person” delivery.\textsuperscript{123} This is especially welcome news given the realities brought on by COVID-19 with quarantine leading to an increase in rates of domestic abuse,\textsuperscript{124} while simultaneously presenting new-found practical challenges to in-person treatment.\textsuperscript{125} This finding is also especially promising for helping survivors in hard-to-reach and vulnerable populations who might otherwise be unwilling to access care.\textsuperscript{126}

Community-based interventions, with community members themselves acting as a resource for the intervention, also have promising outcomes\textsuperscript{127} and appear especially well-suited to addressing survivors in marginalized groups.\textsuperscript{128} Community members can be trained and mobilized to help tackle GBV. Results of such training indicate lower rates of GBV among the intervention community.\textsuperscript{129} Network-based interventions and community-based restorative justice programs are also especially valuable for their capacity to ensure sustained access to ongoing social support as well as more effective prevention.\textsuperscript{130} Existing models of community-based GBV intervention include the work of faith-based institutes such as Shimtuh,\textsuperscript{131} as well as INCITE!, the Bay Area Transformative Justice Collective, and the Chrysalis Collective.\textsuperscript{132}


\textsuperscript{121} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{122} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{123} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{127} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{130} Ibid.


Toronto Has More Effective Models That Can Be Expanded Now

Toronto police responded to 20,355 domestic violence calls in 2019, making up 2% of total calls at a cost of roughly $25 million. These and other justice system approaches cost $545.2 million across Canada in 2009, including investments into specialized domestic violence court systems, police units, and funding for offender treatment despite scant evidence that these tools rehabilitate offenders, or increase survivor safety.

However, programs that provide women with support and safe alternatives are difficult to access. A Hamilton study in 2015 found that service demand for GBV survivors exceeded service access by more than nine to one. This shortfall has a particularly negative effect on Black, Indigenous, and racialized communities, who tend to rely more heavily on these supports. Indigenous people are about three times as likely to use women’s shelters as the population as a whole, and racialized people are significantly overrepresented as well. Refocusing existing resources on supports for survivors is likely to yield better outcomes.

911 Dispatch

Ensuring that the right person intervenes to promote public safety requires a process for dispatching responses that reflect the real safety needs of communities.

Most 911 Calls Aren’t Really About Policing

As retired Maj. Neill Franklin, who served as head of training for the Baltimore Police Department, notes “Many calls don’t involve a crime. And when they do, many of those crimes are minor and related to quality-of-life issues such as homelessness, mental health disorders, or substance misuse. We need to stop expecting police to do social work and start sending the right trained professionals to address low-level crimes and noncriminal calls for service.” These
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police-led, and even police-involved responses are not only often unnecessary, they can also create challenges when not appropriate to the situation. According to the International Association of Chiefs of Police, “the mere presence of a law enforcement vehicle, an officer in uniform, and/or a weapon … has the potential to escalate a situation” when a person is in crisis.\(^\text{140}\) For these calls, studies indicate that civilian response by staff, such as clinicians, crisis intervention specialists, or peer navigators, can provide valuable skills and perspectives on the call.\(^\text{141}\)

Dispatchers at 911 could be dispatching civilian responses in a significant number of calls. Recent analysis conducted by the Center for American Progress (CAP) and the Law Enforcement Action Partnership (LEAP) examined 911 police calls for service from eight US cities and found that 23% to 39% of calls were low priority or nonurgent, while only 18% to 34% of calls were life-threatening emergencies.\(^\text{142}\) In Toronto, 911 calls are predominately lower priority and non-urgent and non-emergency calls. Over 58% of all 911 calls involve no police dispatched, and almost half are classified as non-emergency.\(^\text{143}\) A recent US study found top-priority, life-threatening emergencies made up the smallest portion of 911 calls, from 18% in Seattle to 34% in Hartford.\(^\text{144}\)

### Non-police Responses to 911 Calls Make Sense

Clearly, 911 can dispatch more appropriate personnel in far more situations than is currently the case. Unfortunately, even in jurisdictions with highly effective civilian response services, the 911 service, which is managed by the police, continues to primarily dispatch police to circumstances where civilian response is appropriate.\(^\text{145}\) Marginalized communities are increasingly disinclined to call 911 because of their concerns about police response.\(^\text{146}\) Realigning 911 dispatch will be a significant component of any process to ensure the most appropriate staff intervene with the public to promote community safety.

---

Effective Alternatives Already Exist

211 and 311 are already in operation in Toronto. They currently manage hundreds of thousands of calls\(^\text{147}\) for a wide variety of service needs. 911 staff have already begun to explore reallocating calls to these services.\(^\text{148}\) Ensuring calls go to a dispatcher whose primary goal is to send the right staff to the right task seems like the best option.

Opportunities For Action

The areas of activity described provide immediate and compelling opportunities for action. More appropriate interventions are available—at a lower cost, with better outcomes—when we send support workers to address issues with vulnerable people instead of sending police. Since the overwhelming majority of these settings do not require the use of force or the power to arrest, support workers are more logical as first responders, and civilian-first responses in other jurisdictions demonstrate the safety and reliability of these models.

Addressing systemic discrimination and other issues with policing requires our ongoing, diligent, and dedicated efforts. The areas of activity outlined here provide an immediate opportunity to begin to move to models that better serve marginalized communities—reallocating resources to support vulnerable people, improve community safety, and produce better outcomes in the short and long term. Toronto should take action on them now.

Consequently, We Recommend That:

1. The City reaffirm its commitment to models of community safety that increase the safety of all Toronto’s diverse communities.

2. The City recognize that policing is not the most appropriate means of addressing community safety in all settings, and shift responsibility and resources to more appropriate strategies as follows:
   a. Initiate the necessary processes to plan and implement the reallocation of approximately $100 million in funds currently
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used to police people experiencing homelessness and invest those funds in civilian interventions including homeless outreach, drop-ins, safe consumption sites, and transitions to supportive and affordable housing.

b. Initiate the necessary processes to plan and implement the reallocation of approximately $150 million in funds currently used to police people with mental health challenges and invest those funds in the expansion of civilian crisis response programs, safe beds, ACT teams, Intensive Case Management, and other crisis services.

c. Initiate the necessary processes to plan and implement the reallocation of approximately $65 million in funds currently used to police youth and invest those funds in the doubling of Youth Hubs and Youth Outreach Workers and providing peer mediation and alternative conflict-resolution supports in all Toronto secondary schools.

d. Initiate the necessary processes to plan and implement the reallocation of approximately $25 million in funds from criminal justice interventions in gender-based violence to programs that support survivors in navigating their safety needs and the implementation of transformative justice programs to prevent future violence.

3. To implement these changes in responses to safety issues, the City initiate the necessary processes to plan and implement the reassignment of 911 services to an accountable, independent, non-police emergency-response provider tasked with assigning the most appropriate personnel and services to calls and concerns from the public.